The temporal crescent syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Retro-chiasmal lesions almost always give rise to homonymous field defects with only one exception. The nasal visual field extends to 60% of the horizon, whereas the temporal field extends to a further 30°–40° beyond that; this part of the visual field is represented on the contralateral anterior parieto-occipital sulcus. A lesion in this area will give rise to monocular visual field defect affecting the contralateral eye. This is called the temporal crescent or the half moon syndrome. In this case report, a woman presented with seizures secondary to haemorrhagic infarction of the anterior part of the parieto-occipital sulcus. She later presented with right-sided visual disturbance; her examination confirmed temporal crescent syndrome. I explain the pathophysiology of this rare neurological syndrome in this report.

CASE REPORT

A 78-year-old woman presented to hospital with two generalised tonic-clonic seizures. She was found at home acutely confused and with right-sided weakness. She had history of bowel pseudo-

Figure 1  (A) CT scan of head showing a hyperdense lesion at the left parieto-occipital sulcus, indicating haemorrhage surrounded by a hypodense (infarcted) area. (B) MR scan of brain (T2-weighted) showing flow void in the same area, indicating haemosiderin deposition. (C) MR scan of brain (diffusion-weighted image) showing an area of restricted diffusion, indicating acute ischaemia. (D) MR scan of brain (gradient echo sequence) indicating haemosiderin deposition from bleeding.
obstruction and pulmonary embolism 6 months before, treated with warfarin. She drank little alcohol and did not smoke. In hospital, she presented with right-sided visual disturbance.

Her general examination was normal. She had normal visual acuity. There was clear crescent-shaped restriction of the temporal aspect of right eye’s visual field on a confrontation test, whereas her left eye’s visual field was normal. Pupillary reflexes, colour vision and fundal examination were normal. Eye movements were normal. The remaining neurological examination was normal.

Her full blood count, urea and electrolytes and serum C reactive protein were normal; CT scan of her head showed a hyperdense lesion surrounded by hypodensity in the anterior part of the left parieto-occipital sulcus (figure 1A). MR scan of brain showed a circular area of flow void surrounded by increased signal in the same area. Diffusion-weighted MRI suggested an area of restricted diffusion surrounding that. The gradient echo sequence suggested haemosiderin deposit at the area of the flow void suggesting an area of haemorrhagic transformation (figure 1B–D). Her ECG showed new onset of atrial fibrillation.

She recovered well and spent 14 days in a stroke rehabilitation unit before discharge. Three weeks later, she was readmitted with visual disturbance of flashing lights at the extreme right visual field associated with mild headache. Repeat CT scan of head showed no new abnormality. We made a diagnosis of occipital epilepsy and she started levetiracetam.

**DISCUSSION**

The rule of thumb in visual field assessment is that retrochiasmal lesions cause homonymous defects. The only exception is that of the ‘missing temporal crescent’ or ‘half moon syndrome’.

The nasal visual field extends to 60% of the horizon, whereas the temporal field extends to 100%. Thus, 30%–40% of the peripheral temporal visual field is unpaired; this part of the visual field, therefore, has unilateral representation on the contralateral visual cortex (figures 2 and 3).

Holmes’ map suggests infarction with haemorrhagic transformation affecting the anterior part of the parieto-occipital sulcus at its junction with the calcarine fissure.

Acute symptomatic seizures and epilepsy each occur in stroke, particularly with cortical involvement.

Intracerebral haemorrhage, whether primary or...
Learning points

- Retro-chiasmal lesions normally cause homonymous visual field defects; the only exception is the 'temporal crescent' or 'half moon syndrome', caused by a lesion in the anterior part of the contralateral parieto-occipital sulcus.
- The most nasal retinal fibers have unpaired cortical representation, which is situated in the most anterior part of the contralateral parieto-occipital sulcus.

secondary to ischaemic stroke, increases the risk of poststroke epilepsy. Embolic stroke—as in our patient—also increases the risk of epilepsy.

Clinicians need to be aware of this syndrome because of its localising and diagnostic importance.
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